The similarity of each scale model is verified based on the theory of similarity, deriving the similarity law of internal explosions in a single-layer spherical lattice shell structure via dimensional theory, calculated based on models with scaling coefficients of 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1. The results show that the shock wave propagation characteristics, the distribution of the overpressure on the inner surface, the maximum dynamic response position, and the position at which the earliest explosion venting occurs are all similar to those of the original model. With the decrease of scaling coefficients, the overpressure peak value of the shock waves of each scale model, and the specific action time of the positive pressure zone, as well as specific impulse are increasingly deviated from the original model values; when the scaling coefficient is 0.1, the maximum relative error between the overpressure peak value at the measurement point and the specific action time of the positive pressure zone as well as the specific impulse and the original model value is 4.9%. Thus, it is feasible to forecast the internal explosion effect of the original structure size model by using the experiment results of the scale model with scaling coefficient ≥ 0.1.
Introduction
In recent years, worldwide terrorist activities have become increasingly frequent, with an increasing number of bombing assaults. On January 24, 2016, the Moscow Airport in the Russian capital exploded under a terrorist attack; 35 people were killed and hundreds of people were injured. On March 22, 2016 , an explosion occurred at the Brussels Airport in Belgium, killing 17 people. On June 28, 2016 , an explosion occurred at the Turkey Ataturk International Airport, killing 41 people. It can be seen that steel structures with large space, high visitor flowrate, and significant symbolic value are more likely to become a target of explosion attack, and once subject to a terrorist attack, heavy casualties, property damage, and adverse social impacts are likely [1] [2] [3] . The explosion effect of explosives in the structure is much more complex than that of an external explosion, primarily because of the multiple reflection and diffraction phenomena that occur during the transmission of shock waves when meeting the roof, walls, and a variety of structures and constructions within the structure; such phenomena cause continuous superposition or offset of the reflected waves and incident waves in the structure, with gas flow fields within the building exhibiting irregular movement, thus making it difficult to determine the shock wave pressure field acting on the roof [4] [5] [6] . Therefore, it is necessary to conduct experimental study on the single-layer spherical lattice shell structure under the action of internal explosion; however, because of the constraints of the experimental techniques, research funds, and other conditions, it is difficult to conduct an internal explosion experiment in a full-scale model. A scale model experiment is a commonly used experimental method currently, and it is necessary to study whether the scale model experiment of a single-layer spherical lattice shell structure under the action of internal explosion will meet the similarity law and whether it will be affected by the size effect.
Currently, scholars have conducted experimental research studies on the damage in a structure or component under explosive impact. In foreign studies, Zyskowski et al. [7] studied the distribution of explosion load in structures. Ngo et al. [8] conducted a large 5000 kg explosion experiment in southern Australia and conducted a quantitative analysis 2 Shock and Vibration of the parameters obtained. Spranghers et al. [9] studied a numerical simulation of the dynamic response of an aluminium plate under free-space explosion, conducted experimental verification, and studied the effect of different parameters on the simulation results. Remennikov and Uy [10] conducted a near-field explosion experiment. Dey and Nimje [11] conducted experimental research on a full-size sandwich panel explosion and performed numerical simulation analysis of the results. Ichino et al. [12] conducted a 1/20 scale model internal explosion experiment in an underground ammunition depot; the characteristics of the air shock waves and the ground vibration were analysed and verified via a 1/10 scale model experiment. In domestic research, Yang et al. [13, 14] simulated the shock waves propagation law of an internal explosion in closedwall vault tunnel operation via a numerical computation method and determined the propagation law of an air shock wave along the tunnel and obtained the formulas of the shock wave overpressure and action time in the tunnel; the calculated results were found to be in good agreement with the experimental results. Wei et al. [15] studied the load law of an internal explosion experiment by establishing a small volume simplified chamber. Fan et al. [16] fitted out the forecast formula of the explosive shock waves characteristic parameters of the centre of the inner structure through numerical simulation and analysis under the same working conditions as those in a straight tunnel explosion experiment. Cheng et al. [17] conducted theoretical analysis and experimental study of the large plastic deformation response of rectangular steel plates with four-sided restraints under explosive shock waves; the theoretical calculations were compared with the experimental results and the numerical calculations, revealing that the elastic-plastic analysis method had better calculation accuracy and applicability. Gao et al. [1, 4, 18, 19] conducted a series of studies on the shock wave propagation characteristics, the distribution of the pressure field, the structural dynamic response, and the explosion venting measures under internal explosion of large-space cylindrical reticulated shells, spherical reticulated shells, and other structures; the effect of various parameters, such as structure height, span, structure-to-span ratio, TNT equivalent weight, location of explosion, and hole arrangement on the explosion, was studied. Experimental researches on destruction of structures or components under explosion have gained some achievements. However, there are few studies on destruction under explosion in large-space steel structures, and, limited by such constraints as experimental techniques and scientific research funds, it is much hard to carry out an explosion experiment in full-scale model. Therefore, it is necessary to make a similarity research for scaled model experiment.
In this paper, we derived the similarity law of an internal explosion in a single-layer spherical lattice shell structure by using dimensional theory and constructed a finite element model with the scaling coefficients of 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1 based on LS-DYNA software. The shock wave propagation characteristics, the distribution law of the overpressure peak on the inner surface, the maximum dynamic response position, and the reticulated shell explosion venting phenomena of the scale models were studied. The similarity of the scale models was verified according to the critical TNT quantity of explosion venting at the connection between the wall and the reticulated shell of the model structure, providing a reference for internal explosion research.
Establishment of the Finite Element Model and Selection of the Material Parameters

Establishment of the Finite Element Model and Selection of Material Parameters.
A K6 single-layer spherical lattice shell model was established by using ANSYS/LS-DYNA finite element software, which is mainly composed of the following: air, explosives, ground, reticulated shell bars, beams, columns, connecting structure, and envelope. The unscaled model is shown in Figure 1 ; the model has the following characteristics: a span of 40 m, vector height of 8 m, a rise span ratio of 1/5, a frequency number of 5, a lower support structure height of 10 m, and a sectional dimension of the seamless steel tubes of the main bar, cross bar, and diagonal bar of 140 × 8 mm; all the beam columns adopt the H-section. Because the air and explosives are considered as uniform and continuous media, Solid164 is chosen as the calculation unit, and because the ground and envelope are regarded as rigid bodies, Shell163 element is adopted; Beam161 element is adopted for the structural bars, beams, and columns, and Link160 element is used for the purlin hanger. The air and explosives adopt the ALE algorithm, the air, structure, and ground use adopt the fluidsolid coupling algorithm, and the air boundary adopts the transmission boundary to avoid arithmetic errors caused by the reflection of shock waves in the air domain boundary and to improve the calculation accuracy [19] . However, when terrorist attacks and other explosions occur, the location of the explosion point is often unascertainable; considering the complexity of the explosion analysis, it is assumed that the explosion is located in the centre of the structure, 1 m above the ground, and the explosive charge is spherical. A finite element model with scaling coefficients of 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1 was established for numerical simulation and analysis. Air uses the MAT_NULL material model, assuming that the air is the ideal gas, and the state equation adopts the EOS_LINEAR_POLYNOMIAL linear polynomial state equation [20] , referring to the linear relationship between the air pressure and the initial internal energy, for which the expression is as follows:
is the current air density, 0 is the reference air density, is the internal energy per unit of reference volume air, 0 is the initial relative volume, the specific input parameter = 1.290 kg/m 3 , 0 = 2.5 × 10 5 J/m 3 , real constants 0 = 1 = 2 = 3 = 6 = 0, and 4 = 5 = 0.4. The explosive adopts the MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_ BURN high explosive material model and the JWL state equation [21] , and the explosive charge is spherical, as specified with the LS-DYNA initial volume fraction keyword * INITIAL_VOLUME_FRACTION_GEOMETRY [22] .
where = 540.9 GP, = 9.4 GP, 1 = 4.5, 2 = 1.1, Ω = 0.35, the initial internal energy 0 = 8 × 10 9 J/m 3 , and the initial relative volume 0 = 1.0.
The steel used in the entire reticulated shell structure is Q235, and the Johnson-Cook constitutive relation and failure criterion calibrated by the test group as per the test results are taken as the material model. The specific parameters are shown in Table 1 .
Model Credibility Verification.
The rationality of the model and material parameters is directly related to the accuracy of the model calculation; hence, it is necessary to validate the rationality of the model and the material parameters. The research group established a free-space explosion model and extracted the simulation results of the overpressure peak value at the measurement point of the shock waves and then compared the values with those of the commonly used free-space explosion overpressure empirical formula [23, 24] ; the results show that the simulation result of the overpressure peak value at the measurement point of the shock waves is consistent with the variation trend of the empirical formula result and is most similar to the calculated result of Henrych's empirical formula [24] . Thus, we can see that the calculation model and parameter values are reasonable and the calculation result of the model is credible [6] .
Analysis of Similar Models under
Internal Explosion in Single-Layer Spherical Reticulated Shell Structure
Similarity Theory Analysis of the Internal Explosion Scale Model of a Single-Layer Spherical Reticulated Shell Structure.
The explosion of explosives inside a structure is often more complicated than an explosion outside the structure, primarily because of the reflection and mutual superimposition of shock waves. The internal explosion shock wave of a singlelayer spherical lattice shell structure is a complex movement that integrates incidence, reflection, diffraction, aggregation, and so forth. [6] , despite all this, its explosive features obey the Hopkinson-Sachs similarity law [25, 26] to some extent. The damage of a reticulated shell structure primarily depends on the strength of the inner surface shock waves; the three parameters describing the strength of the shock wave are the peak overpressure value, the action time of the positive pressure zone, and the impulse. The main factors affecting the strength of shock wave are as follows:
(1) Explosive parameters: the TNT quantity is , the explosive density is , the unit mass release energy is , and the explosion product expansion coefficient is (2) Air parameters: the initial pressure is 0 , the initial density is , and the adiabatic index is (3) Structural parameters: the span is , the vector height is , the wall height is ℎ, the strength is , Young's modulus is , and the material density is (4) The distance between the structural surface and the explosion centre
As per theory of Buckingham [27, 28] , the functional relationship between the shock wave overpressure on the inner surface and the influencing factors of an internal explosion of reticulated shell structure is
Regarding a scale model, if the structural material is the same as the prototype, then Young's modulus is not an independent quantity and can be omitted; and are dimensionless quantities (consistent with the dimensionless principle of the similarity law) and can also be omitted. Therefore, formula (3) can be simplified as follows:
Based on the principle of dimensional harmony, the relationship between the overpressure peak of the shock waves and the influencing factors is established:
With , , and as the basic quantity, there is = − 1 3 ( + + ℎ + ) ,
therefore,
] .
The same type of charge is adopted under the same air conditions, and the structural materials remain unchanged. When 1/3 / 1/3 = / = / = ℎ /ℎ = / = 1/ , as per the law of copying proportion, Δ = Δ , where the subscript indicates the prototype, indicates the scale model, and indicates the scaling coefficient.
Similarly, the shock wave impulse on the inner surface in a reticulated shell structure internal explosion satisfies the similarity law of
The same type of charge is adopted under the same air conditions, and structural materials remain unchanged. Similarly, that if the scaled distances ( / 1/3 ) are equal in condensed explosives of the same type, their pressure values of explosive wave with equal initial pressure would be equivalent. Literature [6] shows that shock waves may focus on the internal surface of spherical reticulated shell under internal explosion, so positions 1, 5, 11, and 19 in Figure 3 were selected as typical measuring points to verify whether the explosion satisfies the similarity law when explosive charge changes and structure size remains unchanged. Samples with TNT amount of 20 kg, 60 kg, 100 kg, and 140 kg were selected to form the diagram clarifying the relationship between reflection overpressure and scaled distance of typical measuring points, that is, Figure 2 . As shown in Figure 2 , the reflection overpressure of measuring points generally follows the similarity law if TNT amount is below the mass of structural explosion venting. Reflection overpressure has linear relationship with scaled distance and their fitting formula is Δ = −0.01599 + 0.014114.
Analysis of Similarity Law under Internal Explosion in
In the formula, Δ is the reflection overpressure (MPa) and is the scaled distance (m⋅kg −1/3 ).
Similarity Analysis of the Internal Explosion Scale Model of the Single-Layer Spherical Reticulated Shell Structure
Similarity Analysis of Shock Wave Propagation Characteristics.
The internal explosion in reticulated shell structure is often more complicated than outside the structure [29] ; when the centre explodes, the shock waves will converge on the top of the reticulated shell and the connection of the wall and the reticulated shell and finally converge at the midpoint of the ground, forming a new round of reflection and convergence [6] . The whole-process shock wave overpressure nephogram with model scaling coefficients of 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1 is shown in Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 3 , the whole-process shock wave overpressure nephogram of each scale model has the same variation trend. The shock wave propagation characteristics are as follows: an obvious Mach-wave effect occurs near the ground [30] after explosive detonation, and, with the continuation of shock wave propagation, it first reaches the top of reticulated shell and then converges on the top of the reticulated shell and the connection of the wall and the reticulated shell before finally converging at the midpoint of the ground. After the ground reflection, it has a second contact with the top of the reticulated shell, starting a new round of reflection and convergence [6, 31] ; as a result, the shock wave propagation characteristics of the scale model are similar to the original model. The source model in this paper refers to the model with scaled coefficient = 1.
Similarity Analysis of the Distribution of Overpressure on the Inner Surface.
To study the distribution characteristics of the overpressure peak value of shock waves on the internal surface of the internal explosion in a reticulated shell structure, the unit overpressure at several locations on the inner surface of the structure is analysed, as shown in Figure 4 .
The overpressure peak values at measure points of each scale model are shown in Table 2 .
As indicated from Table 2 , the overpressure peak values at the top of the reticulated shell and the connection of the wall and the reticulated shell as well as the bottom of the wall of each scale model are larger than those of other parts. Figure 5 shows that the distribution characteristics of the unit overpressure peak values of each scale model are as follows: the distribution of overpressure peak values of the shock waves in the reticulated shell and the side wall is large on both ends and small in the middle, indicating that the distribution of the peak surface unit overpressure values of each scale model is similar to the original model.
Similarity Analysis of the Dynamic Response of the Reticulated Shell Structure.
The nodal displacement and member bar stress are chosen as the dynamic response parameters [19] of the single-layer spherical lattice shell structure under the effect of internal explosion, and the maximum displacement and maximum stress response of each scale model are shown in Table 3 . Table 3 indicates that the maximum displacement response of each scale model under the effect of the internal explosion occurs at the centre node 1  105910  106130  106580  107500  106010  126860  2  71480  71440  71280  71440  71460  78910  3  66560  66560  66230  66550  66560  75380  4  69610  69480  69280  69520  69580  77020  5  69210  69090  69130  69120  69120  76810  6  71510  71440  71410  71450  71450  79510  7  75070  74710  74710  74760  74780  83250  8  74180  74100  74000  74080  74080  81400  9  73950  73930  73700  73950  73930  83210  10  82960  82950  82880  82930  82940  90600  11  96500  96490  96450  96500  96500  107650  12  74300  74280  74020  74270  74260  80890  13  74150  74140  73890  74140  74090  82210  14  79120  79110  78950  79110  78970  86830  15  77770  77770  77500  77770  77760  85280  16  80470  80470  80110  80470  80380  89090  17  85630  85680  85420  85680  85700  94710  18  85680  85690  85610  85690  85690  96780  19  96250  96230  96000  96220  96210 of the spherical shell, and the maximum stress response occurs near the midspan member bar, indicating that the occurring location of maximum displacement response and maximum stress response of each scale model is similar to the original model. From Figures 6 and 7 , we can know that time-history curves of maximum nodal displacement and maximum member stress in scaled models fail to obey the similarity law; when the scaled coefficient ≥ 0.6, the two curves have high similarity with the source model and when the scaled coefficient < 0.6, the similarity lowers. This is mainly because the dynamic response of latticed shell not only is related to the explosive shock wave but also depends on the material properties of the structure itself. The scaled model in this paper is not subject to full scaling but a scaled model with structural material unchanged and size changed.
Similarity Analysis of the Reticulated Shell Destruction
Phenomenon. According to the design principle of "strong structure and weak envelope" [18] , the explosion venting of the reticulated shell structure is primarily envelope explosion venting. We can see from the propagation characteristics of shock waves in the internal explosion in the reticulated shell structure and the distribution characteristics of the overpressure peak values on the inner surface that the top of the reticulated shell and the connection of the wall and the reticulated shell are the key parts of explosion venting. Purlin hanger connects the maintenance structure and major structure, as shown in Figure 8 ; thus, purlin hanger fracture is defined as explosion venting in maintenance structure, as shown in Figure 9 . To study the critical position of explosion venting in the internal explosion in the reticulated shell structure, an explosion venting simulation is conducted for the reticulated shell. As the TNT quantity increases, explosion venting also occurs at the top of the reticulated shell structure. The research group has made an internal explosion experiment in scaled model with single-layer spherical lattice shell structure in the field. Experimental model and site are shown in Figure 11 , wherein the lattice shell rise is 0.8 m, span is 4 m, rise span ratio is 1/5, frequency is 4-ring, and the height of lower supporting structure is 1 m. Purlin hanger connects the maintenance structure and lattice shell structure of experimental model, as shown in Figure 12 . The first suffered position is the joint of wall and lattice shell in field experiment, as shown in Figure 13 , which is consistent with the first explosion's venting position in simulated scaled models, showing similarity between explosion venting of lattice shell in scaled models and that in original model.
Similarity Verification of the Scale Models.
The destruction of the reticulated shell envelope mainly depends on the strength of the shock waves, and there are three parameters that describe the strength of the shock waves: overpressure peak, action time of positive pressure zone, and impulse. As mentioned above, the destruction phenomena of all scale models are similar; therefore, the critical TNT quantity undergoing explosion venting at the connection of the wall and the reticulated shell in the model structure is taken as the basis for the calculation of each scale model to analyse whether the overpressure peak value, action time of the positive pressure zone, and impulse under critical TNT quantity obey a similarity law in the scale model. According to the propagation characteristics of the shock waves in the internal explosion in the reticulated shell structure and the distribution characteristics of the overpressure peak values on the inner surface, units 1, 5, 11, and 19 are selected as typical locations for a pressure time-history diagram analysis. The typical location pressure time-history diagram of each scale model is shown in Figure 14 . Figure 14 reveals that the variation trend of the pressure time-history curve at the measurement point locations of each scale model and that of the original model are consistent: when the scaling coefficient ≥ 0.2, the overpressure peak value at each measure point does not change much compared with the original model value; when = 0.1, the overpressure peak value at each measurement point is greater than that of the original model value. With the decrease of the scaling coefficient, the scale model pulse width gradually decreases. The overpressure peak value, action time of positive pressure zone, and impulse of each scale model under the critical TNT quantity are shown in Table 4 .
From the above similarity theory analysis of the scale model, we can see that Δ = Δ , / 1/3 = / 1/3 , and + / 1/3 = + / 1/3 ; to facilitate the analysis of scale model similarity, Table 4 is converted to Table 5 . Figure 15 shows the relationship diagram between the scaling coefficients and the peak overpressure value of shock wave, specific action time of positive pressure zone, and specific impulse. As seen from Table 5 and Figure 15 , (a) with the decrease of scaling coefficient , the deviation degree of the peak overpressure value of shock wave , specific action time of positive pressure zone + −1/3 , and specific impulse −1/3 in each scale model and the original model become larger with maximum errors of 4.9%, 2.7%, and 2.2%; (b) the deviation degree of the peak overpressure value of shock waves and the original model value is less than that of the specific action time of positive pressure zone are 0.2%, 2.2%, 0.8%, and 0.9%. Below are main possible reasons: (a) as the scaled coefficient decreases, the action time in positive pressure region and specific impulse values have more errors, so their accuracy is less than that of the peak overpressure; (b) as the scaled coefficient decreases, the error of grid size effect becomes larger; (c) unit 1 on the top of lattice shell is obviously affected by the secondary wave; (d) as the model shrinks, the boundary effect on the system is obviously larger. Therefore, the peak overpressure value, the action time of positive pressure zone, and the impulse under the critical TNT quantity are similar in the scale models.
Conclusion
(1) The calculation model and parameter selection of the single-layer spherical internal explosion in the reticulated shell structure based on LS-DYNA are reasonable, and the results of the numerical simulation and analysis for large-space structures under internal explosion are credible.
(2) If the structure size remains unchanged and TNT quantity changes, the reflection overpressure on the inner surface of the reticulated shell is always subject to the similarity law of B. Hopkinson, and the reflection overpressure is linearly proportional to the scaled distance.
(3) If the structure material remains unchanged and size changes, the shock wave propagation characteristics and the distribution of overpressure on the inner surface of each scale model are similar to those of the original model; positions of maximum displacement response and maximum stress response in scaled models have similarity with those in the original model; time-history curves of maximum nodal displacement and maximum member stress in scaled models generally have no similarity with those in the original model and such similarity decreases with the reduction of scaled coefficient; the explosion venting of each scale model first occurs at the connection of wall and the reticulated shell has similarity with that in source model.
(4) Simulation and analysis of each scale model are conducted according to the critical TNT quantity of explosion venting at the connection between the wall and the reticulated shell of the model structure; the results show that the overpressure peak value of the shock waves , the specific action time of the positive pressure zone + −1/3 , and the specific impulse −1/3 in each scale model are generally similar to those of the original model, and as the scaled coefficient reduces, the above three factors have larger deviation extent and lower similarity. Therefore, it is feasible to forecast the internal explosion effect of the original structure size model by adopting scaling coefficient ≥ 0.1 in a scale model experiment.
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